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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet (KYTC) commissioned this study from the Kentucky Transportation Center 
(KTC) to document the current process for issuing overweight and over-dimensional (OW/OD) permits. Additionally, 
KYTC asked KTC researchers to identify methods for improving the OW/OD permitting process. In 2012, the Kentucky 
Division of Motor Carriers (DMC) issued 98,196 OW/OD permits to trucking companies seeking to transport 
overweight or over-dimensional loads throughout Kentucky. To determine whether loads can safely and efficiently 
be moved along a given route, state engineers and analysts must have access to current and reliable data about 
bridge clearances, construction schedules, detour routes, weight limits, limited lane widths, bridge classifications, 
local restrictions on movements of OW/OD loads, and any other relevant information to moving the load along its 
approved path. Given the safety hazards to motorists and the economic impact to industry when OW/OD loads 
become stranded, it is critical to improve the methods Kentucky’s Department of Vehicle Regulation (DVR) employs 
to collect bridge, road, and construction information for routing purposes. 
 
To establish best practices for issuing OW/OD permits, KTC researchers interviewed (on the telephone or using 
email) Department of Transportation representatives from each state bordering Kentucky (Indiana, Ohio, West 
Virginia, Virginia, Tennessee, Missouri, and Illinois). This study first reviews OW/OD permitting procedures used by 
other states to determine whether aspects of their processes could be applied in Kentucky to improve the 
overweight and over-dimensional permitting process. After reviewing best practices adopted by other states, this 
report proposes a strategy for the routine collection and updating of all relevant OW/OD data (including coal haul 
routes). It also outlines strategies and processes to strengthen communication between various stakeholders. 
 
KTC also surveyed officials in states using the Bentley SUPERLOAD Version 5 software for OW/OD permitting 
processes — Michigan, Maryland, Illinois, West Virginia, New Jersey, and Ohio. Chapter 17 summarizes survey 
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Chapter 2 Overweight and Over-Dimensional Permitting in Kentucky 
 
In 2012, the Division of Motor Carriers (DMC) issued 98,196 OW/OD permits to trucking companies wishing to move 
overweight or over-dimensional loads throughout Kentucky. Moving these loads safely and efficiently through the 
state requires engineers and analysts to have access to reliable data about bridge clearances, construction schedules, 
detour routes, weight limits, limited lane widths, bridge classifications, local restrictions on movements of OW/OD 
loads, and any other relevant information to moving the load along its approved path throughout the 
Commonwealth.  
 
However, there are a number of obstacles to the DMC in successfully routing these loads. First, there is no real-time 
data for individuals to act on concerning these OW/OD routes. They have to have faith that dated bridge clearances, 
road classifications, bridge classifications, and any other size restrictions are accurate. Often the data is not. Second, 
attempts to incorporate even the existing, stale data the Cabinet does have into an automated routing system with 
a particular private-sector software vendor has been a failure. Third, there are currently communications issues that 
have yet to be resolved. Some highway districts are better than others about providing construction schedules and 
route impacts, but there is no uniform procedure for reporting this information and too little communication 
between construction contractors, the Department of Highways and the Department of Vehicle Regulation (DVR). 
For example, a recently updated map of coal haul routes shows a route through downtown Louisville under a well-
known low-clearance bridge where on average one truck gets stuck per month. Given the safety hazards to motorists 
and the economic impact to industry when OW/OD loads get stranded, it is crucial to improve the way DVR collects 
bridge, road, and construction information for routing purposes. This study would primarily look at best practices in 
other states, devise a strategy for routine collection and updating of all relevant OW/OD data (including coal haul 
routes), and develop strategies and processes to strengthen communication between various stakeholders. Further, 
improvements to truck routing procedures for all types of truck will be investigated and analyzed. 
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Chapter 3 Single Trip Permits 
 
A single trip permit is a one-time trip permit that shows the origin and destination requested by an applicant. It is 
vehicle-, route-, and load-specific. The permit is valid for 10 days and carries a $60 state fee (a 4% ($2.40) credit card 
service fee is applicable).  
 
There are four ways to apply for a single trip permit. To apply online for a permit, a user must first create an online 
account. To create an online account, fill out the TC 95-586 form and fax it to the Division of Motor Carriers with 
attention to the Overweight/Overdimensional (OW/OD) department. This form establishes an Automated Clearing 
House (ACH) debit account that lets the Commonwealth of Kentucky initiate debits from the applicant’s checking 
account for the permit. Applying for an ACH debit account also lets the applicant avoid credit card service fees. The 
second way to apply for a single trip permit is to complete a TC 95-10 and fax it to the OW/OD department. This 
form provides all the information the Overweight/Over-Dimensional (OW/OD) section needs to issue a single trip 
permit. Faxed applications require a credit card payment and are subject to the additional fees mentioned above. A 
carrier/applicant cannot submit more than four faxed applications per year. The third way to apply for a single trip 
permit is to fill out the application in person at the One Stop Shop, which is located on the second floor of the 
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet office building in Frankfort. The final way to obtain a single trip permit is to use a 
permitting agency. Permitting agencies take care of all the necessary paperwork for the single trip permit for a fee. 
 
The following diagram illustrates the application process for obtaining a single trip permit. Green pentagons 
represent the permit review process. The permit review process is discussed later in the document. One overarching 
question determines which path the application process takes. That question is whether the carrier is currently 
detained at a weigh station. If the carrier is stopped and detained at a weigh station, the Division of Motor Carriers 
(DMC) takes their information over the phone, executes a permit review, and either approves or denies the route. 
If the route is approved, the payment is processed over the phone and a permit is issued to the company. If the 
route is denied, the application must be modified and resubmitted. Frequency of travel through Kentucky is 
examined for applicants not detained at a weigh station. If the applicant has traveled through Kentucky more than 
four times in a given year they are required to establish an online account. If the account is approved, applicants 
apply online for the single trip permit, and it moves through the typical permit review process. If the account is not 
approved, applicants need to identify a third-party vendor to submit the application for a single trip permit on their 
behalf. If an applicant has not traveled through KY more than four times they can either complete a TC 95-10 form 
in person or download and fax it to the OW/OD group for approval. They may also fill out a TC 95-586 form to create 
an online account or use a third party vendor. Regardless of application method, the application goes through the 
same review process.   
 
The narrative provided is not a complete description of the single trip permit process. Refer to Figure 3.1 to gain a 
better understanding of all of the processes in more detail. 
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Figure 3.1 Single Trip Permit Overview 
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3.1 Single Trip Permit Review 
To conduct a permit review, the OW/OD section examines information provided by the carrier when they apply for 
a single trip permit. The OW/OD group uses this information to determine whether the carrier should be allowed to 
haul a specified load on a designated route. If the OW/OD group permits the move, it provides any necessary 
restrictions to the carrier.  
 
Figure 3.2 provides a high-level overview for the permit review process. Subsequent flowcharts contain detailed 
information on different review activities. Readers should consult these diagrams for a step-by-step breakdown of 
each activity. Permit reviews begin with the OW/OD examining the load description. The load description must be 
specific and contain enough information to determine if the load is divisible. A divisible load is one that can be 
separated into smaller units without affecting the integrity of the load. If the load is divisible, the OW/OD group 
must determine whether its divisibility contributes to the load being overweight or over-dimensional. If the load’s 
divisibility contributes to it being overweight or over-dimensional, the OW/OD group rejects the application and 
provides a written justification for its decision. Using feedback provided by the OW/OD group, carriers should revise 
and resubmit rejected applications.  
 
If a load is not divisible, or if its divisibility does not contribute to it being overweight or over-dimensional, the 
OW/OD group reviews the load’s dimensions to determine whether it should be permitted on the route submitted 
by the applicant. If the dimensions of the load are permissible, the OW/OD group next evaluates the weight to 
establish whether it should be allowed on the requested route with the submitted truck configuration. If the weight 
is acceptable, the height is then checked to ensure the load does not exceed any vertical clearances on the 
designated route. If the load’s height falls within specified tolerances, its length is checked to verify whether it can 
successfully navigate all turns on the route. The OW/OD group will also check for overhang in the front and back. 
Once the length is deemed permissible the width of the load is examined to ensure it does not exceed any lateral 
clearances on the route. If the width is allowable, the route is examined to verify that the origin and destination 
connect and identify possible restrictions. Statutory requirements for the applicant are reviewed once the route is 
approved. If the applicant complies with the statutory requirements, the final check is to determine whether escorts 
are needed.  
 
If the application passes all of the previous checks, the permit is issued to the applicant. The method of application 
determines how the applicant will receive the permit.
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Figure 3.2 Permit Review Overview
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Chapter 4 Weight 
 
Because vehicles can potentially damage existing infrastructure, load weight is an important consideration when applying for 
an overweight or over-dimensional permit. Not all roads or structures can handle the same weight configurations. Knowing 
the weight of the load helps the OW/OD group determine the appropriate route. Loads greater than or equal to 200,000 
pounds are termed super loads. Permit applications for these loads are sent to the Bridge Maintenance/Preservation Branch 
for analysis. Loads under 200,000 pounds are the exclusive responsibility of the OW/OD group.  
 
4.1 Weight Review 
The most important question the OW/OD group must ask when analyzing a permit application is whether all the structures 
on the intended route are load capable, meaning can the structures on the route handle the load’s weight in its current 
configuration. The OW/OD group performs a multi-step analysis to determine if the route can accommodate the load listed 
on the application. One of the first steps is to examine the route in Google Maps to identify structures the load will cross. 
OW/OD personnel then locate any posted restrictions that might prevent the load from crossing the structure. They also 
utilize a map of Kentucky that contains notes about various restrictions across the state. The OW/OD website contains a list 
of temporary and permanent restrictions (at http://drive.ky.gov/motor-carriers/Pages/OWOD-Restrictions.aspx) that can be 
used to determine if the intended route has any weight restrictions that would prevent the load from using the route.  
 
On the weight review flowchart, the question about structures is highlighted in yellow because there is not always sufficient 
information for OW/OD personnel to review to determine if the structures are load capable. Currently, there is no database 
that houses information about structures and their load-carrying capabilities. As such, OW/OD personnel must rely on 
intuition or personal knowledge of previous loadings that did not fail and assume a structure remains capable of carrying the 
same load it handled previously. Without necessary information, the OW/OD group is making engineering decisions about 
bridge or structure loadings that are best made by the Bridge Maintenance/Preservation Branch. 
 
If a route is deemed load capable, OW/OD personnel then examine how the load is distributed across the axles of the truck 
and trailer. The Kentucky Administrative Regulations (KAR) address overweight and over-dimensional motor vehicle load 
permits. Section 4 of 601 KAR 1:018, Special Overweight or Over-Dimensional Motor Vehicle Load Permits, specifies the 
allowable weights per axle or axle grouping. It speaks to the weight of the steer axle, any single axle, tandem axles, tridem 
axles, and combination units. As previously noted, the OW/OD section also considers the gross weight of the load and whether 
it is greater than or equal to 200,000 pounds. If a load meets this criterion, the OW/OD group requests a profile drawing from 
the carrier documenting axle weights and spacing. This drawing is sent to the bridge preservation group for analysis. If the 
carrier is unable or unwilling to provide the requested information, the application is rejected with an explanation. If all checks 
pass, the OW/OD group moves on to the next phase of review. 
 
The box indicating bridge analysis needed is shaded blue on the flowchart. The blue shading indicates the OW/OD office 
cannot render a decision on the application until it receives outside information. When the loading information is sent to 
bridge preservation for analysis, the OW/OD group must wait for that group to provide feedback before the load can be 
approved for travel on the requested route. The amount of time needed for this review depends on the workload of the 
Bridge Maintenance/Preservation Branch. Because the provision of this information lies beyond the OW/OD group’s control, 
the issuance of permits may be significantly delayed in some cases.  
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Figure 4.1 Weight Review A 
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Figure 4.2 Weight Review B  
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Chapter 5 Height 
 
As the overweight and over-dimensional group continues to analyze the route provided on an application, they look 
at the height of the load and must check to see if it exceeds the vertical tolerances of the route. According to the 
Kentucky Revised Statutes (KRS 189.222), the legal height for trucks is 13 feet 6 inches on all highways. In order to 
move a load taller than this, a permit is required.  
 
5.1 Height Review 
On the height review flowchart (Figure 5.1), the question about vertical tolerances is highlighted in yellow because 
there is not always sufficient information for OW/OD personnel to determine if the structures have sufficient vertical 
clearances. Currently, there is no database that houses information about structures and their vertical clearances. 
As such, OW/OD personnel must rely on intuition or personal knowledge of previous loadings that did not fail and 
assume a structure retains sufficient clearance for the same size load it handled previously. Without necessary 
information, the OW/OD group is making engineering decisions about bridge or structure clearances that are best 
made by the Bridge Maintenance/Preservation Branch. The lack of information forces them to allow loads on a route 
that previously passed even though the vertical clearances could have changed. If the height of the load is found to 
be within the acceptable tolerances along the route the next check is performed. 
  
The next check looks at the divisibility of the load. If the load is divisible and the divisible nature of the load 
contributes to the OW/OD, the application is rejected with an explanation. If the load is divisible and the divisible 
nature of the load does not contribute to it being overweight or over-dimensional, then the height is examined to 
determine if there are additional requirements. This is the same process for non-divisible loads. Please reference 
the height flowchart for clarification.  
 
If the height of the load exceeds 15 feet 6 inches, the carrier must submit a TC 95-625 proposed route survey form. 
This form requires the carrier or a survey company to physically go and survey the route to ensure that the load at 
its highest point will clear all structures at their lowest point and note any obstructions along the route. This figure 
is shaded blue indicating it is a process outside of OW/OD’s control and it can introduce lag time in obtaining a permit 
because they cannot proceed with the application without this information. 
 
If the height does not exceed 15 feet 6 inches, it is checked to see if it exceeds 14 feet 11 inches. If it does, a front 
escort with a height pole is required. If the load does not exceed either of these two vertical dimensions, the OW/OD 
personnel move on to the next review.  
 
Another potential problem arises if the vertical clearances have changed due to construction. There is not a clear-
cut process for when the new measurements should be taken or how they should be taken and when the information 
should be updated, even though the OW/OD group needs this information on a daily basis for the safety and welfare 
of all motorists on the highway. Temporary restrictions due to construction are supposed to be reported to the 
OW/OD group by filling out a TC 63-70 form and emailing it to the group at least 10 business days in advance. The 
problem that is often encountered is that the form is either filled out incorrectly or not filled out at all. When this 
happens, over-dimensional trucks may be routed to a place where they cannot successfully navigate, possibly 
causing the truck to get stuck, injuring persons in a work zone, or damaging infrastructure. None of these results are 
acceptable.  
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Figure 5.1 Height Review
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Chapter 6 Length 
 
The next dimension to be reviewed in the OW/OD office is the length. The length of the loads is important for 
multiple reasons. One of the most obvious reasons is that excessive length can make it impossible to navigate some 
turns on the specified route. Another reason to examine the length is to check for excessive overhang in the front 
or back that could have an adverse effect on safety. Finally, load length determines what type of route the load is 
permitted to travel on and whether or not the load is bound to the National Network. 
 
6.1 Length Review 
The legal dimensions for trucks in Kentucky are divided into two categories: STAA and Non-STAA trucks. STAA refers 
to the Surface Transportation Assistance Act of 1982, which established the National Truck Network. This network 
permits trucks with larger dimensions and trucks with these dimensions are referred to as STAA trucks. STAA trucks 
are allowed a 53-foot trailer with any size tractor and Non-STAA trucks are allowed an overall length of 65 feet. The 
legal length for STAA straight trucks is 45 feet and Non-STAA straight trucks are allowed a length of 26-1/2 feet.  
 
With this in mind, the first question to ask is if the load can navigate all turns and obstacles. If the load cannot 
navigate all turns and obstacles, the application is rejected along with an explanation. If the truck is able to navigate 
all turns and obstacles, then the OW/OD group must check for overhang. On the length review flowchart, the 
question about navigating all turns and obstacles is highlighted in yellow because there is not always sufficient 
information for OW/OD personnel to determine if the load is able to navigate all turns and obstacles. As such, 
OW/OD personnel must rely on intuition or their knowledge of previous loadings that were able to navigate all turns 
and obstacles along the same route and assume the geometry of these intersections has not changed in a way that 
would prevent the load from navigating all of the turns and obstacles from the origin to the destination. 
 
If overhang is present, it needs to be determined if the unit is a single or combination unit. Combination units are 
not allowed to have overhang in the front and their applications are rejected with an explanation. They are however 
permitted to have overhang at the rear as long as it does not exceed 1/3 of the trailer length. If the rear overhang 
of a combination unit exceeds 1/3 of the trailer length, the application is rejected with an explanation. 
 
Single units may have overhang in the front as long as it is not greater than 10 feet. If the front overhang on a single 
unit is greater than 10 feet, the application is rejected with an explanation. A single unit may have rear overhang as 
long as it does not exceed 1/3 of the trailer length. If the rear overhang exceeds 1/3 of the trailer length, the 
application is rejected with an explanation. 
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Figure 6.1 Length Review 
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Chapter 7 Width 
 
Width is the final dimension OW/OD personnel review. Load width is a critical element that must be considered in 
the review process. If the load exceeds the lateral clearance afforded by the highway it is traveling on, it cannot 
navigate the road safely by itself and must be examined in greater detail to determine if it needs escorts or can be 
moved safely at all. On Kentucky interstates and designated highways, the legal operating width is 8’ 6”. All other 
state-maintained highways have an operating width of 8 feet.  
 
7.1 Width Review 
If a load’s width does not exceed the legal operating width of its route, the OW/OD office moves to the next check. 
If load width exceeds the legal operating width along its intended route, it must be checked for divisibility. If the load 
is divisible, the OW/OD office determines whether its divisibility contributes to it being over-dimensional. If the 
load’s divisibility contributes to it being over-dimensional, the OW/OD office rejects the load and the carrier must 
revise and resubmit the application. 
 
If the load exceeds the legal operating width for its route but is not divisible, OW/OD personnel check whether the 
load is more than 21 feet wide. If it is less than 21 feet wide, the office proceeds with the next check. But if the load 
exceeds 21 feet in width, a TC 95-625 route survey must be completed. If the route survey is considered legitimate, 
the OW/OD offices moves to the next check. If the survey is not deemed legitimate, the carrier must revise and 
resubmit the route survey. A legitimate route survey is one that has been filled out correctly and contains all of the 
required information on the TC 95-625 form. Figure 7.1 illustrates the workflow followed during a width review.
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Figure 7.1 Width Review 
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Chapter 8 Route 
 
A truck’s route dictates what load characteristics are acceptable. Interstates and designated highways generally 
support loads of greater length, width, and weight unless there are posted restrictions governing load dimensions.  
 
8.1 Route Review 
To make routing determinations, the OW/OD office first examines the origin and destination of the proposed route. 
If the proposed route does not connect origin and destination, the application is rejected and the carrier must revise 
and resubmit the application. If the route connects origin and destination, OW/OD personnel check for route 
restrictions. If there are no restrictions, they move to the next check. If restrictions exist, they check whether the 
load exceeds the restrictions. If the load exceeds the restrictions, it is rejected and the carrier must revise and 
resubmit the application. If the load does not exceed the restrictions but OW/OD personnel determine its presence 
on the route is detrimental to public safety or convenience, it is rejected and the carrier must revise and resubmit 
the application.  
 
After questions about route restrictions are resolved, OW/OD personnel determine whether the route is on the 
National Truck Network. If it is on the National Network and is on the shortest path, they move to the next stage of 
review. If the route is off the National Truck Network, OW/OD personnel determine if it is on the shortest two-lane 
route available. If it is not the shortest two-lane route available, the application is rejected and the carrier must 
revise and resubmit the application.  
 
If the route is off the National Truck Network and it is on the shortest two-lane route available, the OW/OD office 
evaluates whether the route has an AAA rating (80,000 pounds). If the route is AAA-rated, personnel check whether 
the load exceeds 160,000 pounds. If the load is over 160,000 pounds the application is sent to the Bridge 
Preservation group for analysis. The Bridge Preservation group determines if the route can handle the proposed load 
and sends the results to the OW/OD group. If the route cannot handle the proposed load, the application is rejected 
and the carrier must revise and resubmit the application. If the load does not exceed 160,000 pounds, OW/OD 
personnel reassess whether it is detrimental to public safety or convenience. If not, the OW/OD group moves to the 
next check. If it deems the load is detrimental to public safety or convenience, it is rejected and the carrier must 
revise and resubmit their application. 
 
If the proposed route is not AAA-rated, OW/OD personnel check if it exceeds 80,000 pounds. If the load exceeds 
80,000 pounds and there are bridges along the route, the application is sent to Bridge Preservation for analysis. If 
there are no bridges along the route, the OW/OD office investigates whether it is detrimental to public safety or 
convenience. If it is, the application is rejected and the carrier must revise and resubmit the application. If the load 
poses no adverse effects, the OW/OD group moves to the next check.  
 
If the route is not AAA-rated and the load does not exceed 80,000 pounds, OW/OD personnel establish whether it 
is detrimental to public safety or convenience. If it is, the application is rejected and the carrier must revise and 
resubmit the application. If public safety or convenience are unaffected by the load and routing, the OW/OD group 
proceeds to statutory review. This process is summarized in Figures 8.1 and 8.2. 
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Figure 8.1 Route Review A 
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Figure 8.2 Route Review B
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Chapter 9 Statutory 
 
Statutory checks are performed (via CVIEW) to ensure motor carriers are in compliance with all federal and state 
other laws, regulations and requirements not covered by the previous checks and has the appropriate credentials to 
operate in  Kentucky. This  check is performed to verify that the carrier has the following credentials: IRP 
(International Reciprocal Plan), KIT (Kentucky Intrastate Tax), KYU (Kentucky Weight Distance Tax), USDOT (United 
States Department of Transportation Number), UCR (Unified Carrier Registration), IFTA (International Fuel Tax 
Agreement), Insurance, and KY For - Hire (Kentucky Intrastate for For-Hire License). If the carrier is not required to 
have these credentials, the OW/OD office moves onto the next stage of review (Escorts). If the carrier has all 
necessary credentials, and they are all active and in good standing, the OW/OD group moves on to the next stage of 
review. If any credentials are not active, the application is rejected and the carrier must resubmit the application 
once the problem is corrected. 
 
 
Figure 9.1 Statutory Review 
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Chapter 10 Escorts 
 
When the OW/OD group reviews a load to decide if escorts are needed, it first determines whether the load is a 
farm load. Farm loads have a different set of requirements than non-farm loads. If the load is a farm load, OW/OD 
personnel determine if the load will be traveling along a two-lane or four-lane road. If it is a two-lane road and the 
load is more than 12 feet wide, it needs a front escort. If the load is narrower than 12 feet, its length is examined to 
determine if it is over 85 feet. If the length exceeds 85 feet, it must have a rear escort. If the load does not exceed 
12 feet in width or 85 feet in length, an escort is not required on a two-lane road. If the load is a farm load and the 
route is on a four-lane road, OW/OD staff must determine if the width exceeds 12 feet or if the length exceeds 110 
feet. If either of these conditions are met, the load requires a rear escort. 
 
If the load is not a farm load the OW/OD group answers several questions to determine what escorts, if any, are 
required. OW/OD staff first ask whether the non-farm load will travel on a two-lane or four-lane road. If the route is 
on a two-lane road, they determine if the rear overhang exceeds 10 feet. If it does, one rear escort is required. Width 
is checked next. If a load is more than 16 feet wide, it requires two front and two rear escorts. Height is examined 
after width. If a load exceeds 14 feet 11 inches in height, the load must have a front escort with a height pole. Next, 
OW/OD personnel examine the load length. If the load length exceeds 120 feet, it must be accompanied by one 
front and two rear escorts with a pivot/steerable dolly. Additionally, if the load is more than 12 feet wide or is greater 
than 85 feet long, it requires a front and rear escort. Finally, if a non-farm load traveling a two-lane road does not 
meet any of the above conditions, OW/OD staff check whether it exceeds 10 feet 6 inches in width or 75 feet in 
length. If either condition applies, a front escort is required. If none of the preceding scenarios apply, no escort is 
required on a two-lane road. 
 
The decision tree for a non-farm load traveling on a four-lane road is similar to the preceding situation. First, OW/OD 
personnel determine if the non-farm load will be on a two- or four-lane road. If the route is on a four-lane road, they 
evaluate whether the rear overhang exceeds 10 feet. If it does, it requires one rear escort. Width is checked next. If 
it is more than 16 feet wide, two front and two rear escorts are required. After this, height is examined to determine 
whether it exceeds 14 feet 11 inches. If it does, a front escort with a height pole is required. OW/OD staff then check 
the load length to see if it exceeds 120 feet. If it does, one front and two rear escorts with a pivot/steerable dolly is 
required. On a four-lane road, if the load is more than 14 feet wide it must have a front escort. If the load exceeds 
12 feet in width or 110 feet in length, it needs a rear escort. If none of the preceding scenarios apply, no escort is 
required on a four-lane road. 
 
Figure 10.1 – 10.3 outline the process used to decide whether escorts are needed. It is important to remember that 
if a load satisfies one condition the user should not discontinue analysis. They must work through the flow chart 
from beginning to end to ensure that all appropriate requirements are met.  
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Figure 10.1 Escorts Review A  
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Figure 10.2 Escorts Review B  
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Figure 10.3 Escorts Review C 
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Chapter 11 Annual Trip Permit 
 
An annual permit is a truck-specific permit that allows a truck to move continuously throughout the state without 
having to contact the OW/OD office for approval. Annual permit applications may be submitted by fax, mail, or walk-
in only. All annual permits are vehicle-specific. The original annual permit must be carried in the power unit at all 
times. It takes approximately 10-12 business days to process annual permit applications. The cost of an annual permit 
varies depending on the type of permit being applied for.  
 
Table 11.1 Annual Permit Types 
Permit Type Load Characteristics Cost Maximum Dimensions 
A01 Non-divisible, less than 14 ft. 
wide 
$250 Width 13’11”, Length 120’00”, Height 13’06”, Weight 
160,000 lbs. 
A02 Non-divisible, 14ft. to 16 ft. 
wide 
$500 Width 16’00”, Length 120’00”, Height 13’06”, Weight 
160,000 lbs. 
A03 Farm, less than 14 ft. wide $80 Width 13’11” (All other dimensions and weight must 
be legal) 
A04 Farm, 14ft. to 16 ft. wide $150 Width 16’00”, Length 120’00”, Height 13’06”, Weight 
160,000 lbs. (Dealerships Only) 
A05 Metal Commodities Permit. 
Divisible or Non-Divisible 
$1,250 Weight Only: 120,000 lbs. 
A06 Non-divisible steel, statewide 
(routes required) 
$500 Weight Only: 120,000 lbs. 
A09 Feed Certificate $150 Weight Only: 88,000 lbs. 
A10 Manufactured Homes  $1,250 Width 16'00” wide, Length 120' 00”, Height 15'00”, 
Weight 160,000 lbs. 
 
There are three ways to apply for an annual trip permit. The first way is to complete a TC 95-25 form and fax it to 
the OW/OD department. This form provides all the information the OW/OD group needs to issue an annual trip 
permit. Applications submitted via fax require a credit card payment and are subject to additional fees. The second 
application method is to fill out the application in person at the One Stop Shop, located on the second floor of the 
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet office building in Frankfort. The final application method is to fill out the TC 95-25 
form and mail it to the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet Division of Motor Carriers OW/OD section. 
 
Figure 11.1 illustrates the application process for obtaining an annual trip permit. Green pentagons represent the 
permit review process. The permit review process is discussed later in the document. One issue determines which 
path the application process takes — whether the permit is a renewal or new application. Current annual permit 
holders may fax a copy of their current permit along with a credit card information and expiration date to apply for 
a permit renewal. They may also mail a copy of their current permit along with credit card information and expiration 
date to renew their permit. 
 
If the customer does not have a current annual permit, they may fill out a TC 95-25 form and fax, mail, or hand 
deliver it to the One Stop Shop at the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet. The application is reviewed. If approved, the 
permit is mailed to the customer. 
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Figure 11.1 Annual Trip Permit Overview
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11.1 Annual Trip Review 
The annual trip permit review starts with statutory checks via CVIEW. Statutory checks determine whether the motor 
carrier is in compliance with all state and federal laws, requirements and regulations not covered in previous stages 
and has the appropriate credentials to operate in Kentucky. This check is performed to verify that the carrier has the 
following credentials: IRP (International Reciprocal Plan), KIT (Kentucky Intrastate Tax), KYU (Kentucky Weight 
Distance Tax), USDOT (United States Department of Transportation Number), UCR (Unified Carrier Registration), 
IFTA (International Fuel Tax Agreement), Insurance, and KY for Hire (Kentucky Intrastate For-Hire License).  
 
The OW/OD office first checks to see if these credentials are needed. If they are, they check to see if they are all 
active. If any credentials are not active, the application is rejected and the carrier must resubmit the application 
once the problem is corrected. If the credentials are required and they are active, the next check is to determine if 
the load exceeds 120 feet in length. If it exceeds this length, the application is rejected and the carrier must revise 
and resubmit the application. If the load is less than 120 feet in length, the remaining checks are the same as for 
carriers who are not required to have the KIT, KYU, USDOT, UCR, IFTA, Insurance, and KY for Hire credentials.  
 
If there is no requirement for the carrier to hold these credentials, the OW/OD office determines if the load exceeds 
a width of 16’. If so, the application is rejected and the carrier must revise and submit a new application. If the load 
does not exceed 16’ in width, they check to see if the height exceeds 13’6”. If it does, they determine if it is a 
manufactured home. If it is a manufactured home, an A10 Manufactured Home Annual Permit is issued with escorts 
assigned as needed. If not a manufactured home, the application is rejected and the carrier must revise and submit 
a new application. If the load does not exceed 13’6” in height, the next check is to determine whether the load is 
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Figure 11.2 Annual Permit Review 
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11.2 Annual Trip Permit Review Farm Load Requirements 
If a load contains farm equipment, OW/OD staff first determine if the gross weight of the load is less than 160,000 
pounds. If it is not, the application is rejected and the carrier must apply for a single trip permit. If the load is less 
than 160,000 pounds, the steer axle weight is checked to see if it is greater than 20,000 pounds. If it exceeds 20,000 
pounds, the application is rejected and the carrier must revise and resubmit the application. If it does not exceed 
20,000 pounds, the OW/OD staff move onto the next check. 
 
Next, OW/OD personnel evaluate whether a single axle weight is greater than 24,000 pounds. If it is, the application 
is rejected and the carrier must revise and resubmit the application. If not, they check to see if a tandem axle weight 
is greater than 45,000 pounds on a maximum of five axles. If so, the application is rejected and the carrier must 
revise and resubmit the application. If not, tandem axles are checked to determine if they are greater than 48,000 
pounds on a maximum of six axles. If they exceed 48,000 pounds, the application is rejected and the carrier must 
revise and resubmit the application. If a tandem axle does not exceed 48,000 pounds on 6 axles, the OW/OD group 
moves onto the next check. 
 
The next check is to determine if a tridem axle weight is greater than 60,000 pounds. If it is, the application is rejected 
and the carrier must revise and resubmit the application. If the weight of a tridem axle does not exceed 60,000 
pounds, the load is checked to determine if a five axle combination unit weighs more than 96,000 pounds. If it 
exceeds this weight, the application is rejected and the carrier must revise and resubmit the application. If it does 
not exceed 96,000 pounds, the OW/OD group checks to see if a six axle combination unit weighs more than 120,000 
pounds. If it does, the application is rejected and the carrier must revise and resubmit the application. If the 
combination load does not exceed 120,000 pounds, OW/OD moves onto the next check. 
 
The next check is to determine if the load is divisible. If the load is divisible, it must be determined if its divisibility 
contributes to it being overweight or over-dimensional. If yes, the application is rejected and the carrier must revise 
and resubmit the application. If the load is not divisible or if the load is divisible but its divisibility does not contribute 
to it being overweight or over-dimensional, it must be determined if the load is going to or originating from a 
dealership. If the load is going to or originating from a dealership, OW/OD staff checks whether the load exceeds 
13’11” in width. If it does, the OW/OD personnel must refer to the flowchart for pilot car requirements. At this point, 
an A04 Annual Permit can be issued and escorts are assigned as needed. If the load exceeds the 13’11” width 
restriction, the application is rejected and the carrier must revise and resubmit the application. 
 
If the load is not going to or originating from a dealership, the OW/OD group must still check to see if the load 
exceeds 13’11” wide. If the load is wider, the application is rejected and the carrier must revise and resubmit the 
application. If the load does not exceed this dimension, the OW/OD staff must refer to the escort requirements 
flowchart for pilot car requirements. At this point, an A03 Farm Annual Permit can be issued and escorts are assigned 
as needed. Figures 11.3 – 11.5 visualize this workflow. 
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Figure 11.3 Annual Permit Review with Farm Equipment A 
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Figure 11.4 Annual Permit Review with Farm Equipment B  
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Figure 11.5 Annual Permit Review with Farm Equipment C 
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11.3 Annual Trip Permit Review Without Farm Equipment Load Requirements 
When the OW/OD office reviews an annual trip permit for loads that do not include farm equipment, it must 
determine if the load contains feed for livestock or poultry. If so, OW/OD staff determine if the load is going to a 
farm or a facility housing livestock or poultry. If it is not, the application is rejected and the carrier is to revise and 
resubmit the application. If the load is going to a farm or a facility housing livestock or poultry, OW/OD staff must 
evaluate whether the gross weight exceeds 88,000 pounds. If it does, the application is rejected and the carrier must 
revise and resubmit the application. If the gross weight does not exceed 88,000 pounds, the next check is to 
determine if the steering axle weight exceeds 20,000 pounds. If so, the application is rejected and the carrier must 
revise and resubmit the application. If the steering axle weight is less than 20,000 pounds, the permitting staff must 
check to see if a single axle weight is greater than 22,000 pounds. If the weight of any single axle exceeds 22,000 
pounds, the application is rejected and the carrier needs to revise and resubmit the application. If not, OW/OD staff 
check to see if a tandem axle weight is greater than 37,400 pounds. If a tandem axle weight is greater than 37,400 
pounds, the application is rejected and the carrier must revise and resubmit the application. If not, the next check is 
to determine if a tridem axle weight is greater than 52,800 pounds. If so, the application is rejected and the carrier 
is to revise and resubmit their application. If not, an A09 annual feed certificate permit is issued.  
 
If the load does not contain feed for livestock or poultry, OW/OD staff must determine if the load contains steel 
materials. If so, OW/OD staff assess whether the load is over 8’6” in width. If it is, an A01 or A02 permit is issued. An 
A01 permit is issued for non-divisible loads less than 14 feet wide. An A02 permit is issued for non-divisible loads 
between 14 and 16 feet wide. 
 
If the load is less than 8’6” wide, OW/OD personnel check whether the load is being delivered to or originates from 
a facility manufacturing products in Kentucky or a facility used to store products made in Kentucky. If not, the 
application is rejected and the carrier must revise and resubmit the application. If so, OW/OD staff assess whether 
the load is divisible. If the load is divisible, OW/OD staff must check to see if any trip will within Kentucky will exceed 
150 miles. If yes, the application is rejected and the carrier must revise and resubmit it.  
 
If the load is divisible and no trips will exceed 150 miles, OW/OD personnel check to see if the gross weight exceeds 
120,000 pounds. If it does, the application is rejected and the carrier must revise and resubmit it. If the load does 
not exceed 120,000 pounds, the steer axle weight is checked. If it exceeds 20,000 pounds, the application is rejected 
and the carrier must revise and resubmit the application. If the steer axle does not exceed 20,000 pounds, the axle 
weights are checked to see if a single axle weight is greater than 24,000 pounds. If a single axle exceeds 24,000 
pounds, the application is rejected and the carrier must revise and resubmit it. If a single axle does not exceed 24,000 
pounds, the OW/OD staff evaluate whether a tandem axle weight is greater than 45,000 pounds on a maximum of 
five axles. If the yes, the application is rejected and the carrier must revise and resubmit. If a tandem axle does not 
exceed 45,000 pounds on five axles, OW/OD staff check whether the tandem axle weight is greater than 48,000 
pounds on six axles. If it is, the application is rejected and the carrier must revise and resubmit it. If a tandem axle 
weight does not exceed 48,000 pounds on six axles, OW/OD personnel determine if a tridem axle weight exceeds 
60,000 pounds. If it does, the application is rejected and the carrier must revise and resubmit it. If a tridem axle 
weight does not exceed 60,000 pounds, the next check is whether a five axle combination unit weights more than 
96,000 pounds. If so, the application is rejected and the carrier must revise and resubmit the application. If a five 
axle combination unit does not exceed 96,000 pounds, OW/OD staff check to see if a six axle combination unit weighs 
more than 120,000 pounds. If it does, the application is rejected and the carrier must revise and resubmit the 
application. If a six axle combination unit does not exceed 120,000 pounds, OW/OD staff refer to the escort 
requirement flow chart for pilot car requirements, issues an A05 steel annual permit, and assigns escorts as needed. 
 
If the load is a steel load that is less than 8’6” wide and is being delivered to or originating from a facility that 
manufactures products in Kentucky or a facility used to store those products, and it is non-divisible, OW/OD staff 
check if the gross weight exceeds 120,000 pounds. If yes, the application is rejected and the carrier must revise and 
resubmit it. If the load does not exceed 120,000 pounds, the steer axle weight is checked. If steel axle weight is over 
15,000 pounds, the application is rejected and the carrier must revise and resubmit the application. If the steer axle 
is less than 15,000 pounds, the axle weights are checked to determine if a single axle weight is greater than 20,000 
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pounds. If yes, the application is rejected and the carrier must revise and resubmit it. If a single axle does not exceed 
24,000 pounds, the OW/OD staff check whether a tandem axle weight is greater than 40,000 pounds. If yes, the 
application is rejected and the carrier must revise and resubmit. If the tandem axle does not exceed 40,000 pounds, 
OW/OD personnel determine if a tridem axle weight exceeds 65,000 pounds. If so, the application is rejected and 
the carrier must revise and resubmit it. If a tridem axle weight does not exceed 60,000 pounds, the next check is 
whether a five axle combination unit weighs more than 96,000 pounds, if the yes, the application is rejected and the 
carrier must revise and resubmit the application. If a five axle combination unit does not exceed 96,000 pounds, 
OW/OD staff check to see if a six axle combination unit weighs more than 120,000 pounds. If a six axle combination 
unit is more than 120,000 pounds, the application is rejected and the carrier must revise and resubmit it. If a six axle 
combination unit does not exceed 120,000 pounds, OW/OD staff refer to the escort requirement flow chart for pilot 
car requirements, issues an A06 steel annual permit, and assigns the escorts as needed. 
 
When the OW/OD office reviews an annual trip permit for a load without farm equipment that does not contain 
steel materials, it determines whether the gross weight is greater than 160,000 pounds. If it is, the office rejects the 
application and the carrier must revise and resubmit the application. If the gross weight does not exceed 160,000 
pounds, OW/OD staff check whether the load is divisible. If the load is divisible and its divisibility contributes to it 
being overweight or over-dimensional, the application is rejected and the carrier must revise and resubmit it. If the 
load is non-divisible, they check the steer axle to assess if the weight is greater than 20,000 pounds. If the steer axle 
weight exceeds 20,000 pounds, they reject the application and the carrier must revise and resubmit the application. 
 
If the load is not divisible and the steer axle weight does not exceed 20,000 pounds, or if the load is divisible but its 
divisibility does not contribute to the load being overweight or over-dimensional, the next check is of single axle 
weight to determine if one is more than 24,000 pounds. If a single axle weight exceeds 24,000 pounds, the 
application is rejected and the carrier must revise and resubmit. If a single axle does not exceed 24,000 pounds, the 
OW/OD staff check to see if a tandem axle weight is greater than 45,000 pounds on a maximum of five axles. If so, 
the application is rejected and the carrier must revise and resubmit. If the tandem axle does not exceed 45,000 
pounds on five axles, evaluate whether a tandem axle weight is greater than 48,000 pounds on six axles. If a tandem 
axle weight is greater than 48,000 pounds on six axles, the application is rejected and the carrier must revise and 
resubmit it. If a tandem axle weight does not exceed 48,000 pounds on six axles, OW/OD personnel check to see if 
a tridem axle weight exceeds 60,000 pounds. If a tridem axle weight is over 60,000 pounds, the application is rejected 
and the carrier must revise and resubmit it. If a tridem axle weight does not exceed 60,000 pounds, OW/OD staff 
assess whether a five axle combination unit weights more than 96,000 pounds. If yes, the application is rejected and 
the carrier must revise and resubmit the application. If a five axle combination unit does not exceed 96,000 pounds, 
they check to see if a six axle combination unit weighs more than 120,000 pounds. If a six axle combination unit 
exceeds 120,000 pounds, the application is rejected and the carrier must revise and resubmit it. If a six axle 
combination unit is less than 120,000 pounds, the OW/OD staff check to see if a seven axle combination unit weighs 
more than 160,000 pounds. If a seven axle combination unit exceeds 160,000 pounds, the application is rejected 
and the carrier must revise and resubmit. If a seven axle combination unit does not exceed 160,000 pounds, the 
OW/OD staff check the width to determine if it is less than 14 feet. If it is, they refer to the escort requirements flow 
chart for pilot car requirements, issue an A01 Annual Permit, and assign escorts as needed. If the width under 14 
feet, the OW/OD personnel still refer to the escort requirements flow chart for pilot car requirements, issue an A02 
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Figure 11.6 Annual Permit Review without Farm Equipment A
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Figure 11.7 Annual Permit Review without Farm Equipment B 
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Figure 11.8 Annual Permit Review without Farm Equipment C 
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Figure 11.9 Annual Permit Review without Farm Equipment D  
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Figure 11.10 Annual Permit Review without Farm Equipment E
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Chapter 12 Information from Border State Interviews 
 
Kentucky Transportation Center (KTC) researchers conducted telephone and/or email interviews with 
representatives from each of Kentucky’s border states (Indiana, Ohio, West Virginia, Virginia, Tennessee, Missouri, 
and Illinois). KTC identified a person in each state to provide information about their OW/OD practices. The job title 
of the person providing the information varied by state. The following questions were asked: 
 
1. Name Position/Contact Information 
2. How many permits (single trip and annuals) are issues yearly? 
3. Are you currently using any type of automated routing software?  
a. If yes, what is the name of the software? 
i. If yes, is it purchased off-the-shelf software or was it developed in-house?  
b. If no, are you planning to switch to software-based routing in the future?  
i. If yes, what is the name of the software? 
4. Do you use any preclearance software that filters out applications before review (ensuring that USDOT 
status is good, IFTA and UCR paid, etc.)?  
a. If yes, what is the name of the software? 
b. If yes, is it purchased off-the-shelf software or was it developed in-house? 
5. How can someone apply for an OW/OD permit (online, in person, fax)? 
6. How many different agencies do you have to get data from in order to process an OW/OD permit? 
7. Is there information that you need that you have a hard time getting for routing purposes (construction 
information, bridge ratings, bridge horizontal and vertical clearances, etc.)?  
a. If yes, what data are hard to get? 
b. If no, is there oversight that ensures the data are kept up to date? 
8. How are the necessary data (bridge, construction data, etc.) communicated or obtained (do you have access 
to a database of bridge ratings and clearances and how do you find out about construction), and what are 
the challenges to obtaining the information? 
9. How do you get the different agencies to buy in to providing the information? 
10. Are there any issues or problems with the OW/OD process in your state? 
11. How many of your OW/OD permits are reviewed by your bridge group? 
12. At what size (greater than a certain gross weight or axle weight) does your bridge group review permits? 
13. If bridge ratings or clearances are affected by construction, who is responsible for updating the information 
(for example, if a paving job affects a vertical bridge clearance)?  
14. Is there a process in place to address changes that affect horizontal and vertical bridge clearances? (For 
example, in AL, they have a dedicated group that goes out and measures bridge clearances within 3 days of 
construction being performed). 
15. How long does it take for bridge clearances to be updated (especially if they are affected by construction)? 
16. Are there any changes that have been made, or something that is currently being done, that has improved 
the OW/OD process? 
17. Are there any innovative technologies or ideas being used to assist in the OW/OD process? 
18. Are there any recent incidents from insufficient data from OW/OD? 
 




1. Name Position/Contact Information: Brady Henry, Permit Technician, 614-466-1267, 
branden.henry@dot.ohio.gov 
2. How many permits (single trip and annuals) are issues yearly? 310,000 - 320,000 yearly 
3. Are you currently using any type of automated routing software?  
a. If yes, what is the name of the software? Yes, Bentley 3.0 
i. If yes, it a purchased off-the-shelf software or was it developed in-house?  
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b. If no, are you planning to switch to a software based routing in the future?  
i. If yes, what is the name of the software? 
4. Do you use any preclearance software that filters out applications before review (ensuring that USDOT 
status is good, IFTA and UCR paid, etc.)? Yes, use OS32 form to show minimum insurance in place and to 
check out carrier. 
a. If yes, what is the name of the software? 
b.  If yes, it a purchased off-the-shelf software or was it developed in-house? 
5. How can someone apply for an OW/OD permit (online, in person, fax)? All of those mentioned plus mail. 
6. How many different agencies do you have to get data from in order to process an OW/OD permit? All done 
in house with Engineering group 
7. Is there information that you need that you have a hard time getting for routing purposes (construction 
information, bridge ratings, bridge horizontal and vertical clearances, etc.)?  
a. If yes, what data is hard to get? No everything comes from in house departments. Updates hourly 
automated. 
b. If no, is there oversight that ensures the data is kept up to date? 
8. How is the necessary data (bridge, construction data, etc.) communicated or obtained (do you have access 
to a database of bridge ratings and clearances and how do you find out about construction) and what are 
the challenges to obtaining the information? It is all updated in house and by County Engineer 
9. How do you get the different agencies to buy in to providing the information? Most is done in house with 
County Engineers know it is part of their responsibility to update any road or bridge construction in their 
area. 
10. Are there any issues or problems with the OW/OD process in your state? Not to his knowledge 
11. How many of your OW/OD permits are reviewed by your bridge group? Not really sure! 
12. At what size (greater than a certain gross weight or axle weight) does your bridge group review permits? 
They review any permit where the vehicle is over 120,000 lbs., 14 foot wide and 14 foot 6 inches in height. 
13. If bridge ratings or clearances are affected by construction, who is responsible for updating the information 
(for example, if a paving job affects a vertical bridge clearance)? In house Engineering group or County 
Engineers and must let OW/OS Department know 14 days in advance if there is if ratings or clearances 
are affected 
14. Is there a process in place to address changes that affects horizontal and vertical bridge clearances? (for 
example, in AL, they have a dedicated group that goes out and measures bridge clearances within 3 days of 
construction being performed) Yes 
15. How long does it take for bridge clearances to be updated (especially if they are affected by construction)? 
Updated real time and then one time at night. 
16. Are there any changes that have been made or something that is currently being done that has improved 
the OW/OD process? Upgrade county systems to better communicate with state system. 
17. Are there any innovative technologies or ideas being used to assist in the OW/OD process? Just what 
Bentley has to offer in the future? 
18. Are there any recent incidents from insufficient data from OW/OD? No 
 
West Virginia 
1. Name Position/Contact Information – Wayne Kessinger, Permit Section Administrator 
2. How many permits (single trip and annuals) are issues yearly? – Last year, 106,926. 
3. Are you currently using any type of automated routing software? - Yes 
a. If yes, what is the name of the software? GotPermits.com from Bentley Systems 
i. If yes, it a purchased off-the-shelf software or was it developed in-house? – designed for 
us by Bentley. 
b. If no, are you planning to switch to a software based routing in the future?  
i. If yes, what is the name of the software? 
4. Do you use any preclearance software that filters out applications before review (ensuring that USDOT 
status is good, IFTA and UCR paid, etc.)? Not yet, but there has been discussion with Bentley about that. 
a. If yes, what is the name of the software? 
b.  If yes, it a purchased off-the-shelf software or was it developed in-house? 
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5. How can someone apply for an OW/OD permit (online, in person, fax)? – Online or in person (if they come 
here, we go online for them). 
6. How many different agencies do you have to get data from in order to process an OW/OD permit? – It’s all 
the Division of Highways. 
7. Is there information that you need that you have a hard time getting for routing purposes (construction 
information, bridge ratings, bridge horizontal and vertical clearances, etc.)? – Yes. 
a. If yes, what data is hard to get? – Our DOH Districts are supposed to keep us abreast of construction 
restrictions, but don’t always do that in a timely manner. 
b. If no, is there oversight that ensures the data is kept up to date? 
8. How is the necessary data (bridge, construction data, etc.) communicated or obtained (do you have access 
to a database of bridge ratings and clearances and how do you find out about construction) and what are 
the challenges to obtaining the information? – We have access to bridge ratings (it’s automated within the 
system) and construction restrictions usually come by email. 
9. How do you get the different agencies to buy in to providing the information? – It’s all our agency. 
10. Are there any issues or problems with the OW/OD process in your state? – It’s actually pretty seamless. 
11. How many of your OW/OD permits are reviewed by your bridge group? – Maybe 15% (the rest are self-
issued). 
12. At what size (greater than a certain gross weight or axle weight) does your bridge group review permits? – 
No set weight. If it fails the analysis, they review it. 
13. If bridge ratings or clearances are affected by construction, who is responsible for updating the information 
(for example, if a paving job affects a vertical bridge clearance)? – The DOH Districts are responsible for 
letting us know, so we can put it in the system. 
14. Is there a process in place to address changes that affects horizontal and vertical bridge clearances? (for 
example, in AL, they have a dedicated group that goes out and measures bridge clearances within 3 days of 
construction being performed). Please explain the process. – That’s all on our DOH Districts. 
15. How long does it take for bridge clearances to be updated (especially if they are affected by construction)? 
– If I have the information, I can put it in in minutes. 
16. Are there any changes that have been made or something that is currently being done that has improved 
the OW/OD process? If yes, please elaborate. – The automation of Bentley’s GotPermits.com has 
eliminated the constant backlog we used to carry and cut our staffing needs by more than 50%. 
17. Are there any innovative technologies or ideas being used to assist in the OW/OD process? If yes, please 
elaborate. – GotPermits.com from Bentley Systems. 
18. Are there any recent incidents from insufficient data from OW/OD? – Not sure what you mean. 
 
Virginia 
1. Name Position/Contact Information 
Fitz Jackson, Program Manager 
804-497-7145 
fitzhugh.jackson@dmv.virginia.gov 
2. How many permits (single trip and annuals) are issues yearly? Approx. 90,000 
3. Are you currently using any type of automated routing software?  
They use the routing portion of the Bentley System for routing currently. 
a. If yes, what is the name of the software? 
i. If yes, it a purchased off-the-shelf software or was it developed in-house?  
b. If no, are you planning to switch to a software based routing in the future?  
i. If yes, what is the name of the software? 
4. Do you use any preclearance software that filters out applications before review (ensuring that USDOT 
status is good, IFTA and UCR paid, etc.)?  
They use the Virginia Department of Transportation (DOT) CSS database to currently check all credentials before 
issuing OW/OD permit. The CSS system was developed in-house by the Transportation Department. The Hauling 
Permits Department is a standalone department that relies on Department of Transportation for information (maps, 
daily updates and etc.) related to OW/OD loads and restrictions. 
a. If yes, what is the name of the software? 
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b.  If yes, it a purchased off-the-shelf software or was it developed in-house? 
5. How can someone apply for an OW/OD permit (online, in person, fax)? 
A carrier can apply online, phone, fax or can walk in to apply. Fitz mentioned that they do not get many walk-ins. 
6. How many different agencies do you have to get data from in order to process an OW/OD permit? 
They receive all their data from The Department of Transportation and their engineering group at Transportation.  
7. Is there information that you need that you have a hard time getting for routing purposes (construction 
information, bridge ratings, bridge horizontal and vertical clearances, etc.)?  
a. If yes, what data is hard to get? 
b. If no, is there oversight that ensures the data is kept up to date? 
No they work closely with the DOT engineering group and are kept up to date with daily updates on any changes 
that may affect routing. 
8. How is the necessary data (bridge, construction data, etc.) communicated or obtained (do you have access 
to a database of bridge ratings and clearances and how do you find out about construction) and what are 
the challenges to obtaining the information? 
This information is communicated to them in daily updates with semi-annual updates to maps. They also have access 
to DOT database on bridge ratings and clearances. They can also use the DOT web portal for traffic alerts and other 
traffic information. 
9. How do you get the different agencies to buy in to providing the information? 
No work well with the DOT engineering group. 
10. Are there any issues or problems with the OW/OD process in your state? 
No, works pretty well.  
11. How many of your OW/OD permits are reviewed by your bridge group? 
Did not have a good feel for how many but would guess any permit to be issued to a carrier crossing a bridge as part 
of the routing would be reviewed. 
12. At what size (greater than a certain gross weight or axle weight) does your bridge group review permits? 
Any permit over 7 axles and 115,000lbs and larger than 64 foot axles. 
13. If bridge ratings or clearances are affected by construction, who is responsible for updating the information 
(for example, if a paving job affects a vertical bridge clearance)?  
DOT’s engineering group. 
14. Is there a process in place to address changes that affects horizontal and vertical bridge clearances? (for 
example, in AL, they have a dedicated group that goes out and measures bridge clearances within 3 days of 
construction being performed) 
This is all handled by DOT’s engineering group. 
15. How long does it take for bridge clearances to be updated (especially if they are affected by construction)? 
Almost immediately by engineering group that keeps track of all construction changes on roadway projects. 
16. Are there any changes that have been made or something that is currently being done that has improved 
the OW/OD process? 
Not at present time, always looking for ways to improve but system has run well for several years. 
17. Are there any innovative technologies or ideas being used to assist in the OW/OD process? 
Possible switch over to complete Bentley but in no rush to do that. 
18. Are there any recent incidents from insufficient data from OW/OD? 
Not that Fitz is aware of, nobody has called him on an incident. 
 
Tennessee 
1. Name Position/Contact Information Justin Underwood o)615-253-8813 c) 615-947-6904 
2. How many permits (single trip and annuals) are issues yearly? 138283 
3. Are you currently using any type of automated routing software?  
a. If yes, what is the name of the software? NO 
i. If yes, it a purchased off-the-shelf software or was it developed in-house? N/A 
b. If no, are you planning to switch to software based routing in the future?  
i. If yes, what is the name of the software? Yes – Within the next 9-12 months  
4. Do you use any preclearance software that filters out applications before review (ensuring that USDOT 
status is good, IFTA and UCR paid, etc.)? NO 
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a. If yes, what is the name of the software? N/A 
b.  If yes, it a purchased off-the-shelf software or was it developed in-house? N/A 
5. How can someone apply for an OW/OD permit (online, in person, fax)? 
TOOPS online system, (Permit Agencies), in person, email, limited fax. 
6. How many different agencies do you have to get data from in order to process an OW/OD permit? 
Tennessee Department of Safety and Tennessee Department of Transportation are the main agencies we 
get data from.  
7. Is there information that you need that you have a hard time getting for routing purposes (construction 
information, bridge ratings, bridge horizontal and vertical clearances, etc.)?  
a. If yes, what data is hard to get? Timely and up-to-date Construction restriction reports 
b. If no, is there oversight that ensures the data is kept up to date? NA 
8. How is the necessary data (bridge, construction data, etc.) communicated or obtained (do you have access 
to a database of bridge ratings and clearances and how do you find out about construction) and what are 
the challenges to obtaining the information? 
We use a database (IBIS ) and engineering dep’t as well as smart ways. 
9. How do you get the different agencies to buy in to providing the information? It is incorporated into the 
application system and we use email to communicate needed documentation. 
10. Are there any issues or problems with the OW/OD process in your state? Current system is antiquated with 
limited function ability. 
11. How many of your OW/OD permits are reviewed by your bridge group? We have an auto issue feature 
within our permit system that auto-issue 78% of our permits. Of the 22% that are manually reviewed, 3.5% 
are reviewed by structures/bridge.  
12. At what size (greater than a certain gross weight or axle weight) does your bridge group review permits? It 
can vary depending on axle spacing’s and weights. 
13. If bridge ratings or clearances are affected by construction, who is responsible for updating the information 
(for example, if a paving job affects a vertical bridge clearance)? Bridge inspectors and engineering. 
14. Is there a process in place to address changes that affects horizontal and vertical bridge clearances? (for 
example, in AL, they have a dedicated group that goes out and measures bridge clearances within 3 days of 
construction being performed).TN has a group of bridge inspectors. Please explain the process. unknown 
15. How long does it take for bridge clearances to be updated (especially if they are affected by construction)? 
Bridges are inspected bi-annually unless there are extenuating circumstances  
16. Are there any changes that have been made or something that is currently being done that has improved 
the OW/OD process? If yes, please elaborate. Yes. We reviewed and made significant changes to permit 
processing using process maps and six sigma practices to streamline workflows and decrease waste. We 
have increased the usability of our webpage, provided more information to our customers, redesigned 
all our forms based on customer feedback. We have partnered with Department of Safety and 
Commercial Vehicle Enforcement to help officers better understand the OS/OW rules and ways the 
industry uses the system. We have also partnered with our Traffic Management Center to help with Super 
Load Movements to alert the public of super loads movements that may hinder traffic flow.  
17. Are there any innovative technologies or ideas being used to assist in the OW/OD process? If yes, please 
elaborate. Yes, since we do not have a routable network we partnered with IT to create a bolt on GIS 
mapping system that rest outside our permit system. This helped eliminate the need to use google maps, 
IBIS and Smartways when evaluating routes. This system is slow but eliminated 3 sites used to review 
routes. Arc-GIS has not been supported in over 6 months and currently no one is using it. We have to rely 
on google maps, IBIS and smartways for all permitting evaluations. 
18. Are there any recent incidents from insufficient data from OW/OD? NO 
 
Missouri 
1. Name Position/Contact Information Debra Bradshaw Motor Carrier Compliance Supervisor for OSOW 
debra.bradshaw@modot.mo.gov 573-751-7410 
2. How many permits (single trip and annuals) are issues yearly? 150,000 
3. Are you currently using any type of automated routing software? Yes, Bentley  
a. If yes, what is the name of the software? 
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i. If yes, it a purchased off-the-shelf software or was it developed in-house?  
b. If no, are you planning to switch to a software based routing in the future?  
i. If yes, what is the name of the software? 
4. Do you use any preclearance software that filters out applications before review (ensuring that USDOT 
status is good, IFTA and UCR paid, etc.)? Yes all of those. 
a. If yes, what is the name of the software? MCE system 
b.  If yes, it a purchased off-the-shelf software or was it developed in-house? Bentley and in house 
5. How can someone apply for an OW/OD permit (online, in person, fax)? All of those and by phone 
6. How many different agencies do you have to get data from in order to process an OW/OD permit? DOT 
FMCSA MICMIS 
7. Is there information that you need that you have a hard time getting for routing purposes (construction 
information, bridge ratings, bridge horizontal and vertical clearances, etc.)?  
a. If yes, what data is hard to get? 
b. If no, is there oversight that ensures the data is kept up to date? It’s all in house, and Bentley , 
restrictions, work zones, vertical clearance, structure analysis.  
8. How is the necessary data (bridge, construction data, etc.) communicated or obtained (do you have access 
to a database of bridge ratings and clearances and how do you find out about construction) and what are 
the challenges to obtaining the information? It’s all in house information that is entered by different 
division within MoDOT to our TMS system that our permitting system pulls from. 
9. How do you get the different agencies to buy in to providing the information? It’s all MoDOT in house that 
enter the information. 
10. Are there any issues or problems with the OW/OD process in your state? No 
11. How many of your OW/OD permits are reviewed by your bridge group? Only super loads about 3,000 a 
year 
12. At what size (greater than a certain gross weight or axle weight) does your bridge group review permits? 
Over 16’ wide, 150’ long, 16’ high and over 160,000 lbs  
13. If bridge ratings or clearances are affected by construction, who is responsible for updating the information 
(for example, if a paving job affects a vertical bridge clearance)? OSOW permit office and the district 
responsible for the construction or restriction or new structure. 
14. Is there a process in place to address changes that affects horizontal and vertical bridge clearances? (for 
example, in AL, they have a dedicated group that goes out and measures bridge clearances within 3 days of 
construction being performed) Yes 
15. How long does it take for bridge clearances to be updated (especially if they are affected by construction)? 
They can be pushed immediately or automatically pushes over night after midnight. 
16. Are there any changes that have been made or something that is currently being done that has improved 
the OW/OD process? Upgrading to the Bentley SUPERLOAD program for better reporting and routing 
17. Are there any innovative technologies or ideas being used to assist in the OW/OD process? We have most 
of our agents telecommuting on a 4/10 schedule which gives us coverage from 6:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
18. Are there any recent incidents from insufficient data from OW/OD? None 
 
Illinois 
1. Name Position/Contact Information: Geno Koehler, OSOW Supervisor, 217-785-8967, 
geno.koehler@illinois.gov  
Geno volunteered to hold a demo of their system, if we desired. 
2. How many permits (single trip and annuals) are issues yearly? 234,000 yearly 
3. Are you currently using any type of automated routing software? Yes, built in house by GIS Solutions Group. 
System is 98.75 % automated. 
a. If yes, what is the name of the software? 
i. If yes, it a purchased off-the-shelf software or was it developed in-house?  
b. If no, are you planning to switch to a software based routing in the future?  
i. If yes, what is the name of the software? 
4. Do you use any preclearance software that filters out applications before review (ensuring that USDOT 
status is good, IFTA and UCR paid, etc.)? Illinois’s ISIS system. 
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a. If yes, what is the name of the software? 
b.  If yes, it a purchased off-the-shelf software or was it developed in-house? Developed in house 
5. How can someone apply for an OW/OD permit (online, in person, fax)? Online and in person. 
6. How many different agencies do you have to get data from in order to process an OW/OD permit? All in 
house. 
7. Is there information that you need that you have a hard time getting for routing purposes (construction 
information, bridge ratings, bridge horizontal and vertical clearances, etc.)?  
a. If yes, what data is hard to get? No  
b. If no, is there oversight that ensures the data is kept up to date? Part of his job 
8. How is the necessary data (bridge, construction data, etc.) communicated or obtained (do you have access 
to a database of bridge ratings and clearances and how do you find out about construction) and what are 
the challenges to obtaining the information? Any work done by them or contractors must notify his office 
within 21 days of construction. 
9. How do you get the different agencies to buy in to providing the information? All in house not a problem. 
10. Are there any issues or problems with the OW/OD process in your state? Sometimes local road information 
does not flow as should. 
11. How many of your OW/OD permits are reviewed by your bridge group? 1.25% 
12. At what size (greater than a certain gross weight or axle weight) does your bridge group review permits? 
Practical maximums or anything over 249,999 lbs 
13. If bridge ratings or clearances are affected by construction, who is responsible for updating the information 
(for example, if a paving job affects a vertical bridge clearance)? We enter that data daily.  
14. Is there a process in place to address changes that affects horizontal and vertical bridge clearances? (for 
example, in AL, they have a dedicated group that goes out and measures bridge clearances within 3 days of 
construction being performed) Yes, internal monitoring 
15. How long does it take for bridge clearances to be updated (especially if they are affected by construction)? 
Pushed out immediately and updated every night. 
16. Are there any changes that have been made or something that is currently being done that has improved 
the OW/OD process? Local roads cloud connectivity upgrades 
17. Are there any innovative technologies or ideas being used to assist in the OW/OD process? Local Road 
permitting solutions, AASHTOware, Permit Fee Study 
18. Are there any recent incidents from insufficient data from OW/OD? None 
 
Indiana 
1. Name Position/Contact Information Dale (James) Vest, IDOR (317)615-7247 IndianaOSW@dor.in.gov; 
Donna Luley, INDOT (317)233-3519  
2. How many permits (single trip and annuals) are issues yearly? 379,668 
3. Are you currently using any type of automated routing software? Yes, Hexagon. 
a. If yes, what is the name of the software? 
i. If yes, it a purchased off-the-shelf software or was it developed in-house? Both, but 
looking to new software for more interactive features. 
b. If no, are you planning to switch to a software based routing in the future?  
i. If yes, what is the name of the software? 
4. Do you use any preclearance software that filters out applications before review (ensuring that USDOT 
status is good, IFTA and UCR paid, etc.)? No, (only when sitting up new accounts) 
a. If yes, what is the name of the software? 
b.  If yes, it a purchased off-the-shelf software or was it developed in-house? 
5. How can someone apply for an OW/OD permit (online, in person, fax)? 
6. How many different agencies do you have to get data from in order to process an OW/OD permit? IDOR, 
INDOT (bridge and districts), ISP 
7. Is there information that you need that you have a hard time getting for routing purposes (construction 
information, bridge ratings, bridge horizontal and vertical clearances, etc.)?  
a. If yes, what data is hard to get? 
b. If no, is there oversight that ensures the data is kept up to date? INDOT updates.  
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8. How is the necessary data (bridge, construction data, etc.) communicated or obtained (do you have access 
to a database of bridge ratings and clearances and how do you find out about construction) and what are 
the challenges to obtaining the information? CARS is the road restriction program showing construction, 
width/height/weight restrictions, and road restrictions due to fairs or community events. 
9. How do you get the different agencies to buy in to providing the information? Email with set timeline to 
respond. 
10. Are there any issues or problems with the OW/OD process in your state? Making payments, which is getting 
updated soon 
11. How many of your OW/OD permits are reviewed by your bridge group? 30% 
12. At what size (greater than a certain gross weight or axle weight) does your bridge group review permits? 
200k currently, but will gravitate toward 80k. 
13. If bridge ratings or clearances are affected by construction, who is responsible for updating the information 
(for example, if a paving job affects a vertical bridge clearance)? INDOT Bridge and INDOT Districts. 
14. Is there a process in place to address changes that affects horizontal and vertical bridge clearances? (for 
example, in AL, they have a dedicated group that goes out and measures bridge clearances within 3 days of 
construction being performed). This is required by contract of the construction vendor and INDOT Bridge 
has LIDAR measurements taken to update the information of all bridges in alternating years. 
15. How long does it take for bridge clearances to be updated (especially if they are affected by construction)? 
1 day to 2 weeks. 
16. Are there any changes that have been made or something that is currently being done that has improved 
the OW/OD process? Update in IT requirements 
17. Are there any innovative technologies or ideas being used to assist in the OW/OD process? Payment system 
and LIDAR (updating bridge information) 
18. Are there any recent incidents from insufficient data from OW/OD? Not at the moment. 
 
The following bullet points summarize information obtained from the interviews.  
• The number of OW/OD permits issued varies significantly among states. The range is 90,000–380,000 
permits issued annually. 
• Each state uses a slightly different process for routing OW/OD trucks. Of those that utilize routing software, 
most opt for Bentley routing software. One state uses Intergraph SafeHual software. The other states rely 
on an in-house solution. 
• All but two states use some type of preclearance software to ensure applicants have a valid USDOT number, 
IFTA, and UCR license. Indiana only checks these credentials when setting up new accounts, and West 
Virginia is looking to begin this practice. 
• All states allow users to apply for an OW/OD permit online or in person. Some states accept fax and phone 
applications, and one state lets users apply by mailing in an application. 
• No state reported having difficulty obtaining data needed for truck routing purposes. All states have in-
house data available for truck routing. 
• Two issues reported with current truck routing procedures were payment difficulties (Indiana) and local 
road data not flowing properly (Illinois). 
• The percentage of permits reviewed manually ranges from 0.002%–30%. 
• Each state has a different weight and/or axle configuration that requires review by its bridge group. West 
Virginia only reviews permits that fail the automatic routing procedures. 
• Although each state has a different responsible party for changes in bridge clearances (e.g., DOT, 
Engineering, Vendor), all states have a person or agency responsible for making these changes, and most 
stipulate a timeframe for the change to be made. 
• All states reported that bridge clearances are updated immediately, overnight, or within a two-week period 
following changes. One state reported that its clearances are checked every other year by LiDAR as well. 
• A few states listed Bentley as an innovative technology that assists with the OW/OD process. One state 
allows employees to telecommute and increase their coverage hours. Other technologies listed were road 
permitting solutions, AASHTOware, and a permit fee study. Another state observed that LiDAR and a new 
payment system were technologies that improved their OW/OD process. 
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• West Virginia noted there have been instances of trucks being routed onto roadways they should not have 
been allowed on because agency personnel lacked the necessary data when they planned the route.
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Chapter 13 Bentley SUPERLOAD Applications in Other States 
 
Researchers reviewed practices at agencies where the Bentley SUPERLOAD software has been integrated into 
OW/OD permitting processes. Key findings are summarized below. Links direct readers to websites and documents 
that offer detailed information on how the software is being applied. States covered in this review include Michigan, 
Maryland, Illinois, West Virginia, New Jersey, and Ohio.  
 
Review and References in Other States: 
 
1. Michigan DOT Permit System – MiTRIP (from MIDOT website) 
• For the online trip permit process, multiple steps can only be accessed with a user ID and password. 
The origin and destination steps bring the user to a point where permit is issued or display a 
message to change the permit if insufficient or inaccurate information is entered. There is 
reference to “Copyright 2011 Bentley Systems” and v4.3.10.5 system requirements. MDOT screen 




• Manual for Customer Assistance: 
http://www.michigan.gov/documents/mdot/Interactivate_Customer_Assistance_Guide_485485_7.pdf 
 
• Michigan DOT MiTRIP Extended Permit Applications Guide Using Bentley Software: 
http://www.michigan.gov/documents/mdot/mdot_mitrip_extended_trip_permit_guide_352269_7.pdf 
 




2. Maryland DOT Oversize/Overweight Permitting and Routing (Bentley website).  
• Maryland’s Motor Carrier Division issues up to 150,000 OS/OW permits annually, enabling these 
vehicles to travel on the state’s 10,000 miles of road and 5,200 bridges. A $2.3 million project using 
Bentley’s automated permitting and routing products led to the implementation of a new system 
much more quickly than if the State Highway Administration had developed the solution from 
scratch. The system is called Maryland One and has achieved automated issuance rates exceeding 
80% while letting 10 full-time employees to take on other duties. It is estimated that carriers would 
save up to $24.6 million annually by obtaining permits more quickly and avoiding costly fees, 
delays, and penalties.  
https://www.bentley.com/en/project-profiles/mdsha_osow-permitting-and-routing 
 
• MDSHA Website for Hauling Permit Unit. Additional links are provided for applications, hauling 




3. Illinois DOT  
• An OS/OW permit is required when a vehicle or load exceeds legal sizes and weights and is to be 
moved upon or across a highway for which the state is responsible. Permit applications are 
reviewed for bridge tolerances, construction zones, height clearance and several other safety 
concerns. The new Illinois Transportation Automated Permit system (ITAP) system lets customers 
apply online. Most permits are issued immediately. 
 
• Automated Permits (Bentley Website) 
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https://www.bentley.com/en/project-profiles/ildot_automated-permits 
 




4. West Virginia DOT – Oversize/Overweight Permitting 
• SUPERLOAD now handles 500 permits per day, with over 80% issued automatically. The agency 
processed 130,000 permits in 2012. In 2013 it outsourced permit processing to Bentley’s online 
permitting service (GotPermits). A new contract with Bentley will allow GotPermits to process 
100% of WVDOT’s permits.  
 




5. New Jersey DOT Trucking Services Permit Office 
• The agency’s truck routing relies on the site GotPermits.com, a Bentley product. The site explains in 
detail the process and system used for routing, with training videos for each step (10 training videos in 
total). A front page Bulletin displays updates expected and new route restrictions as well as holiday 
restrictions. A note provides a contact phone number for applications status which shows Engineer 
Review Required & Pending Technical Review. Other issues are directed to the Trucking Services Permit 
Office phone number and email address – SUPERLOAD.permits@dot.nj.gov 
• New Jersey Got Permits Webpage: https://nj.gotpermits.com/ 
 
 
6. Ohio DOT – Special Hauling Permits and OHPASS System Link 
• The following information is provided under the OHPASS System Instructions:  
a) OH-ePass login required as initial step. Visitors cannot go beyond this point unless they are a registered 
system user. This page also provides the following under the Bulletin heading: 
• A link to training classes.  
• A note states OS permits for 14 feet wide or less can be issued with the OH-ePass system. A 
link to the webpage is provided. 
• A note states the system is not available for applications that exceed 159,999 pounds. 
• A note states all permit requests must have a “PASSED ROUTE ANALYZED” and for system 
issue “DO NOT SELECT #4 REQUEST OFFICE REVIEW”, and  
• Information is provided which directs users to Buckeye Traffic for road and weather 
conditions and office hours if they require assistance.  
b) Link to Downloadable Forms shows Travel Info with hot links for traffic conditions, information on 
bridges, construction season, rest areas, and emergency weather messages. 
c) Link to FAQs regarding special hauling permits. 
d) Link to Operational Guide for vehicles operating with an OS/OW special hauling permit.  
e) Links to Operational Guide, Permit Information, Forms & Attachments, Regulations & Policies, Other 
Permit Contacts, and Reporting Requirements. 
f) Quick Start Instructions are provided with details in the appendix. 
g) A link is provided to a site where Special Hauling Permit Customers may complete a form to initiate the 
enrollment process and designate a name for use with the escrow account. 
h) OHDOT – Ohio Special Hauling Permits Section 
• Bentley’s SUPERLOAD has been in use since 2002. All permits must be entered through 
SUPERLOAD software. Last year, the section issued roughly 302,000 permits. About 50 
percent of permits are issued without manual intervention. The section employs five issuing 
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technicians who are responsible for reviewing and issuing permits which are not system-
issued. Bentley is contracted to provide maintenance and be on call for assistance as needed 
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Chapter 15 Recommendations 
 
One of the biggest challenges the Cabinet’s OW/OD personnel face is having insufficient data when reviewing an 
OW/OD permit application. A central repository for bridge data is not currently available, and many of Kentucky’s 
bridges do not have a rating posted. This is a significant issue because trucks under 200,000 pounds are being routed 
across bridges without being reviewed by the bridge preservation group. OW/OD staff rely on knowledge of previous 
routings that worked to determine if a load can safely traverse a bridge when no bridge rating information is 
available. All Kentucky bridges will be rated by the end of 2017 as part of a FHWA requirement. While having bridge 
ratings is valuable, bridge data must also be stored in a centralized location accessible to OW/OD staff so they can 
make informed decisions about permit applications without having to rely on knowledge of routes that have 
previously been used with success. 
 
Access to construction data is paramount for successfully routing OW/OD trucks. This study identified several 
problems with construction data. Sometimes data are not submitted to the OW/OD Office, or they are sent to a 
single person instead of the designated email. In cases where the form is submitted correctly, it is often filled out 
inaccurately. These problems hinder successful routing of OW/OD loads. Since the current process can fail at multiple 
junctures, we recommend that the director of OW/OD staff (or their designee) hold weekly phone calls with each 
district to determine where construction will occur during the upcoming week and assess whether truck routings 
should be adjusted in response. A phone call reduces the likelihood of a form being filled out incorrectly or submitted 
to the wrong person. Initially this process may be arduous, but it will require less time and effort after the first few 
weekly phone calls. Admittedly, this is a short-term solution. It will not remedy the lack of administrative oversight 
needed to ensure compliance with the existing system. The long-term solution is compliance with Construction 
Memorandum No. 06-11, which clearly states that Section Engineers are responsible for providing needed 
information to OW/OD Office. This is not currently happening and there are no established protocols for holding 
Section Engineers accountable. 
 
Another problem highlighted by this study is insufficient communication between the OW/OD Office and district 
offices about construction projects and possible lane closures and restrictions. If the Cabinet decides not to make 
Section Engineers responsible for supplying the OW/OD Office with required information, a primary contact in each 
district should be assigned these duties (e.g., Public Information Officer). Additionally, the primary contact can 
facilitate weekly phone calls to obtain the construction information for the coming week. 
 
Another shortcoming of the current process is that no procedures are in place to distribute mass emails or messages 
to inform all permit holders of changes along their routes resulting from a late construction notice or an emergency 
closure. A process should be developed to enable quick communication with all permit holders. Currently, the 
OW/OD Group can only send mass communications to permit holders who have set up an ACH debit account and 
provided an email contact. However, the driver may or may not be the contact listed on the ACH debit account form 
— and therefore may not receive messages about lane closures or other restrictions.  
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Chapter 16 FHWA Recommendations 
 
The FHWA Kentucky Division, in cooperation with KYTC, reviewed the Cabinet’s OW/OD truck permitting practices 
on February 6-8, 2019. The review examined the existing KYTC process for routing OW/OD vehicles to determine if 
the process adequately addresses bridge safety risks and ensures bridge components are not overstressed. The 
review culminated in a letter being sent to KYTC’s Secretary that outlined several issues with the existing routing 
process. The Cabinet responded with a letter submitted to the FHWA’s Acting Division Administrator. The letter 
addressed the FHWA’s findings as well as the remaining work to be done to resolve the remaining issues. Copies of 
these letters are located in Appendix A. 
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Chapter 17 Bentley SUPERLOAD Version 4 Implementation 
 
Prior to the launch of Bentley SUPERLOAD Version 4 (October 2019), Kentucky issued all trip permits manually 
through a mainframe named the Automated License and Taxation System (ALTS) system. No option for self-issuance 
existed. Carriers could, however, use a web application that interfaced with the ALTS mainframe system. A customer 
would submit their request via web and a web service would put their request in a queue for approval. Division of 
Motor Carrier (DMC) staff would review the trip permit request, apply the appropriate escorts and special 
requirements/restrictions, and approve. Upon approval, the system would generate a PDF of the permit and return 
it to the customer. If DMC staff identified an error, they would deny the permit and append notes explaining the 
denial. Upon receiving the denial, submitters had the opportunity to correct errors and resubmit the application. 
The approval process relied on historical knowledge possessed by DMC staff, mapping data, Google Earth, and an 
in-house restriction list maintained by DMC staff that included horizontal and vertical clearances as well as road and 
bridge weight restrictions. Although the process was manual, staff issued roughly 400 permits daily. Over the past 
two years, staff size ranged from three to five, yet they maintained the same daily average output. DMC staff also 
received permit requests via fax and mail. For customers using the web interface, payments were made by a nightly 
bank drafting process done via systematic recognition of banking information held within a secure table in ALTS. 
Transactions from walk-ins were processed through POS, cash, check or credit card. DMC management would 
reconcile the permits against reports provided by the ALTS system daily. 
 
To ensure smooth implementation of Bentley SUPERLOAD Version 4, KTC assisted with user acceptance testing of 
the new software. This entailed staff taking several hundred permits previously issued using the old system, running 
them through the new software, and noting discrepancies between the two permits. If there were routing 
differences, the permit information was recorded in a spreadsheet and sent to DMC for review. This process helped 
identify various routing problems that remained before software implementation. Problems may have been due to 
1) missing information in the Bentley SUPERLOAD software, 2) new restrictions that did not exist when the original 
permit was issued, or 3) the software identifying restrictions that were unknown to permitting staff when the original 
permit was issued. This process helped to create buy-in from staff by demonstrating the software was capable of 
adequately routing tucks. 
 
Bentley SUPERLOAD Version 4 has been implemented, with four staff members on hand (a supervisor position was 
vacant prior to the pandemic). Current trends indicate DMC staff are evaluating and approving fewer permits, but 
there has been a 58-60% increase in self-issuance. The software also confirms horizontal and vertical clearances and 
accounts for road and bridge ratings. When a permit is submitted for in-house review, the customer is notified the 
permit has been approved and is in queue awaiting payment. Once payment is received (through interfaced payment 
engine), the permit is issued to the carrier and they can print it. With respect to self-issuance, DMC controls the 
conditions under which self-issued permits are allowed. If the permit meets the specific parameters and criteria (for 
weight, height, and route), the customer can submit, pay, and obtain the permit without having to interact with 
DMC staff. DMC plans to expand the criteria of self-issued permits as time allows and as data are fully cleaned.  
 
Prior to Bentley SUPERLOAD Version 4, annual permits were issued via paper application. Carriers completed a TC 
95 form and submitted it to DMC with their payment. No option for self-issuance existed and a steady number of 
walk-in customers visited the One Stop Shop to obtain permits. Kentucky statues require that the original document 
be carried in the vehicle, so those with expired annual permits would readily make the trip to the One Stop Shop. All 
annual permits are restricted to legal height. No confirmation on roads or routes was available; annual permits gave 
carriers the responsibility to ensure they used an acceptable route, based on KRS and KAR weight restrictions. The 
only annual permit that currently requires approved routes is the Annual A06 (Steel Statewide). In the Bentley 
system, it requires an accompanying Route Authorization. The Route Authorization basically provides a confirmation 
(and print out) of the proposed routes the carrier will operate on. They should use the route authorization for each 
trip they make. Prior to Bentley SUPERLOAD Version 4, a carrier would mail in pages of the routes they wanted to 
operate. DMC staff would review and approve them, laminate the routes, and attach them to the annual permit 
returned to the customer.  
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Except for those noted below, all other annual (and trip) permits are obtained through the Bentley system and 
require no interaction with DMC staff.  If DMC staff receive a request via mail, it is mailed back to the customer with 
an enclosure instructing them on how to obtain the permit online. Bentley software provides a feature called Route 
Evaluation which lets customers verify a route prior to issuance. The difference between Route Evaluation and Route 
Authorization is that, currently, a Route Authorization can be printed and is only used with the A06. DMC’s goal is to 
update the statute wording to require a Route Authorization on all annual permits each time a move is performed.  
 
Notation: 
• In 2017 Kentucky was statutorily required to provide a permit of Metal Commodity (annual and trip permit). 
To meet the implementation deadline, DMC worked with KYTC OIT to develop an online annual and trip 
permit to accommodate the statute (KRS 189.2713). Those permits replaced a similar annual permit that 
was to sunset in June 2020. That mandate created the new A05 annual ($1,250) and A0S ($100), trip 
permits. DMC created a new permit with the assistance of KYTC OIT and developed a web application that 
has an interactive map which shows routes a vehicle can legally travel on, based on weight and axle 
configurations. To date, that permit is unique and separate from the Bentley application.  
 
• July 2018 Legislation mandated a Feed Certificate and DMC again worked with KYTC OIT to develop a web 
application to accommodate this mandate. The Feed Certificate allows up to 88,000 pounds but is only 
issued if the axle configuration meets bridge standards. It also provides an interactive map that shows the 
routes loads are legal to operate on, based on axle configuration.  
 
• Payment for all three of the permits noted above are made through an interface with a payment engine, 
provided by Kentucky Interactive Inc. (KII), the same payment engine used in Bentley. 
 
• HB 242 (passed in 2020) allows issuance of annual Mobile Home permits for loads 15 feet high. DMC is still 
awaiting an implementation date as well as clarification on the new statute. Wording has been changed to 
“may” from “shall” and DMC has requested a legal interpretation as to its mandate.  
 
16.1 Bentley SUPERLOAD Version 4 Shortcomings 
While implementation of Bentley SUPERLOAD Version 4 has provided several benefits, the software has some 
notable drawbacks. One is that adding notes to a permit causes the software to get caught in a loop, resulting in 
problems for companies. When this happens, OW/OD permitting staff have to reject the permit request and return 
it to the carrier, telling them to reapply without adding notes to the application. This is time-consuming for both the 
carrier and permitting staff.  
 
Another problem is that selecting routes using free form routing can also cause a loop, which requires that the permit 
be denied and the process started again. If a carrier uses free form routing, it lets them select sections of segments, 
affording them the option of attempting to maneuver around restricted bridges and other restrictions, which can 
undermine the safety of the carrier and traveling public.  
 
Third, DMC staff cannot view the status of permits that have been sent to Bridge Preservation for review. Permits 
are sent to the Bridge Preservation so that staff in that area can add necessary provisions to the permits. Once 
approved, they notify the permitting staff of approval and specify which bridge provisions must be added to the 
permit before it is finalized and sent back to the carrier. A goal for DMC would be for Version 5 is to authorize the 
Bridge Preservation group to approve permit requests, add the necessary bridge provisions to the permit, and 
remove the responsibility from the permitting staff.  
 
Next, Version 4 software automatically sends an email notification to carriers if there is a change in restrictions that 
affects their currently active, approved permit and instructs the carrier to check the restriction list. No information 
is provided about a detour route or how the permit needs to be amended. Notifications increase phone calls and 
emails to DMC permitting staff, requiring them to go back into the system and amend permits without charging a 
fee and send the carrier an updated permit with a new route to carry inside the truck. This permit can be shown to 
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enforcement personnel and verifies that the approved route was changed due to the current construction or bridge 
restrictions. 
 
Fifth, when a carrier requests a permit and OW/OD staff approves the permit, it returns to the carrier’s application 
queue if the carrier waits a day or more to return and pay for the permit. As a result, the permit gets caught in a loop 
and it is sent back to the permitting staff to re-approve. If permitting staff approve the permit a second time, it is 
returned to the carrier and lets them to pay for it a second time. But the system neither creates a PDF version of the 
permit nor sends it to the screening web service/CVIEW for enforcement to indicate that the carrier has an active 
permit. This requires OW/OD staff to delete the permit from the system and refund the carrier’s money, which in 
turn requires the carrier reapply for the permit. OW/OD staff must then approve the permit and the carrier has 
submit another payment, all in the same day, receive a valid permit.  
 
The final problem is that route segments cannot be opened. For example, Version 4 does not let DMC staff open 
portions of a route. The entire route is open or closed — there is no in between. Efficiently routing trucks thus 
becomes more difficult. 
.  
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Chapter 18 Information from Bentley SUPERLOAD Version 5 States 
 
KTC’s team surveyed representatives from agencies currently using Bentley SUPERLOAD Version 5. We developed 
questions based on user experiences with Version 4. Representatives in the following states received the survey: 
Missouri, Illinois, Maryland, New Jersey, and South Dakota. Survey participants were not required to answer each 
question. Responses are summarized below. 
 
Question 1 
When adding notes to a permit, does the software work correctly or does it get caught in a loop that causes problems 
for companies? 
Response Count 
Yes, it works correctly 5 
No, it does not work correctly 0 
I have never added notes to a permit 0 
 
Question 2 
When selecting routes using free form, does it work correctly, or does it cause a loop where the permit must be 
denied and started over? 
Response Count 
Yes, it works correctly 5 
No, it does not work correctly 0 
I don’t know 0 
 
Question 3 
Are there problems you have experienced with the Bentley SUPERLOAD Version 5 software that you would like to 
see addressed? 
Response Count 
Yes  1 
No 3 
 
If the respondent answered Yes to Question 3, the survey displayed the following question: 
 
Question 3A  
Please describe the problems you have experienced with the Bentley SUPERLOAD Version 5 software. 
 
Response 1 
It is slower than the old version we used before. It's something that we have adapted to, but it could be sped up. 
When updates are installed there are times it undoes some fixes that were implemented in the past. The mapping 




Are there things that worked better in the Bentley SUPERLOAD Version 4 software compared to Version 5? 
Response Count 
Yes  2 
No 3 
 
If the respondent answered Yes to Question 4, the survey displayed the following question: 
 
Question 4A 
Please describe what worked better in Bentley SUPERLOAD Version 4 software compared to Version 5. 
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Response 1 
The map and the speed of the program in general. 
 
Response 2 
Selecting and adding additional provisions for permits. 
 
Question 5 
Does the Bentley Version 5 software allow you to import mile point data and line segments so that you don’t have 
to open up entire routes? 
Response Count 
Yes, it does  0 
No, it does not 1 
I don’t know 1 
 
Question 6 
Do you know how your agency manages restrictions in the Bentley SUPERLOAD Version 5 software?  
Response Count 
Yes  2 
No 0 
 
If the respondent answered Yes to Question 4, the survey displayed the following question: 
 
Question 6A 
Please describe how your agency manages restrictions in the Bentley SUPERLOAD Version 5 software. 
 
Response 1 
We have a dedicated engineer with the Dept of Transportation that manages all restrictions. 
 
Response 2 
With a Restriction Manager function. 
 
Question 7 
Can you import data with single points and directions? 
Response Count 




Does the Version 5 software automatically update permits and notify companies if construction data comes in that 
would affect their permit or does the permit have to be manually amended? 
Response Count 
The permit is updated automatically if construction data comes in that would affect it  0 
The permit must be manually amended if construction data comes in that would affect it 2 
 
Question 9 
If the Version 5 software automatically updates permits and notifies companies if construction data comes in that 
would change their permit, is there a fee for this feature? 
Response Count 
Yes, there is a fee associated with this feature 0 
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Question 10 






Is your permitting section able to see the status of permits sent to the bridge preservation/engineers section in the 






When it comes to amending permits in the Version 5 software, can you amend up, down, or both? 
Response Count 
Amend up only 0 
Amend down only 0 
Amend both up and down 0 
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Chapter 19 Conclusion 
 
Like many projects, this research effort has evolved considerably over the past four years. The first eight chapters of 
this report documented the decision-making processes DMC analysts follow when determining whether to issue a 
single-trip permit. Flowcharts let readers easily visualize how applications are evaluated, summarize what 
responsibilities applicants have (e.g., form submissions, payment options, steps they must take to resubmit 
applications if they were initially rejected), and capture when applications should be directed to other sections (e.g., 
Bridge Preservation) to facilitate decisions. The next three chapters looked at the process for issuing annual permits, 
which are vehicle-specific permits that authorize a vehicle to move throughout Kentucky on an ongoing basis without 
contacting the OW/OD office for approval. As with the chapters dedicated to single-trip permits, these chapters 
included several flow charts that document the logic analysts use to make judgments about annual permit 
applications. 
 
Although unanticipated when this project initially received funding, KYTC adopted Bentley SUPERLOAD Version 4 in 
October 2019. Consequently, in addition to documenting the permitting process, researchers looked at the ways in 
which other state transportation have adopted this software and were actively engaged in the Cabinet’s deployment. 
Shifting to Bentley SUPERLOAD Version 4 significantly altered KYTC’s business practices with respect to OW/OD 
permitting. Prior to its launch all trip permits were issued manually with applicants having the ability to conduct 
some portions of their transactions via a web application. Bentley SUPERLOAD Version 4 has streamlined permit 
issuance significantly. Before its full rollout, researchers helped with testing the software and identifying routing 
problems that required correction. Following the software’s adoption, the number of single-trip permit applications 
DMC evaluates has declined, while there has been a corresponding increase in the self-issuance of permits (nearing 
60%). The software has improved the efficiency of the annual permit process as well. With a few exceptions, all 
annual permits are processed using the Bentley system and require no interaction with DMC staff. 
 
While the introduction of Bentley SUPERLOAD Version 4 has been mostly successfully, DMC staff have documented 
several challenges associated with the software’s use, which they hope will be resolved with the transition to Version 
5 in late 2021. Here are some of present version’s key handicaps: 1) Adding notes to a permit results in the software 
getting stuck in a looping process, which requires permitting staff to intervene and begin the process anew; 2) 
Selecting free form routing also results in a similar looping process which demands the processes be restarted; 3) 
DMC cannot look up the status of permits that have been forwarded to Bridge Preservation for review; 4) 
Notifications are automatically distributed to carriers when restrictions are changed on their active permits, 
however, they offer no details on how to amend the permit; 5) If OW/OD staff approve a permit, it is returned to 
the application queue if the applicant waits for at least a day to submit their payment; and 6) Individual route 
segments are not viewable, making it more difficult to efficiently route trucks. KTC’s survey of states which have 
adopted Bentley SUPERLOAD Version 5 found that some of these issues have been resolved in the newest version. 
Nonetheless, it will be imperative to ensure the problems which sometimes hamper the performance of Version 4 
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A.2 TC 95-586 Preauthorized Payments 
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A.3 TC 95-625 Overweight or Overdimensional Proposed Route Survey 
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A.4 TC 95-25 Annual Overweight or Overdimensional Permit 
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A.5 TC 63-70 Highway Construction Restriction Notification
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A.6 Construction Memorandum No. 06-11  
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A.7 Ohio Special Hauling Permits Quick Start Instructions 
 
A. Obtain User Login Name and Password from ODOT Special Hauling Section by completing an OS-7 form. If you 
haven't already, have your insurance company provide ODOT with a completed OS-32 form. 
 
B. After you receive the Login and password from the Permit Office, go to the Login Screen. Note BULLETIN 
information. 
 
C. At Login Screen, login to system using User Login Name and Password.  
 
D. At Application (Welcome) Screen; Select Permit Type (see "Types of Permits"). 
 
E. Step 1. Read and click in the "I Agree" box. 
 
F. Step 2. Enter vehicle and load information. Weight data format has no commas. Dimensional data format is ff-ii 
(e.g. 13-6). Also, see "Deck Height Diagram". 
 
G. Step 3. Enter desired starting date of permit. Press Tab key to create permit ending date. 
 
H. Step 4. Enter Origin and Destination. Use this format "City - First (Last) travel route & nearest intersecting 
street/route" (e.g. ORIGIN Columbus - 70 & Rome-Hilliard Rd.  DESTINATION Pataskala - 70 & 310 ) 
 
I. Step 5. Click "Next" to continue. The information entered will be checked for validity. 
 
J. Step 6. Route Selection.  (Reference Ch. 4- Permit Step 6- Routing Method.) 
  1. On item 1 on left "Select Method of Routing", click the drop down. Select "Text Description". 
  2. Click on item 2 "Enter Your Trip Description" to start your routing. Select all state and/or US routes between 
Origin and Destination.  
      For Example  Start on Route 70 at the Intersection of 42, Then Head Implied, click "Next –>" (note - used 
"upstream" route 42) 
                  Travel on Route 70 go to Intersection of 270, Then Head South, click "next –>"  
                  Travel on Route 270 go to Intersection of 70, Then Head Implied, click "next–>"  
                  Travel on Route 70 at "Go to", click down arrow, select End at, Intersection of 310, "No Offset/ Exit", 
Click "next–>"  
                  ( "next–>" button will change "Use Trip") 
                  Click "Use trip" button). 
  3. Click item 3 on left to Analyze the route. 
  4. Item 4 on left is Route Usage. If route has no errors, click "Use Selected Route". If route has errors, click 
"Request Office Review". 
  5. Click "Next" at bottom of screen to continue. 
K. Confirmation Page - Review this page for correctness. This is the last chance to go back and edit the 
information.  
  Click "Change Application" to edit information OR 
  Click "Next" to continue. 
  >>>>>>>>>> DO NOT STOP HERE. YOU MUST GO ON TO THE NEXT STEP TO SUBMIT YOUR REQUEST <<<<<<<<< 
L. Step 7. Enter fax number and contact name.  
  Click "Submit" to send request to Permit Office. Write down Job Request number that is displayed. OR 
  Click "Cancel" to abort request. Can NOT go back to change data from this point. Must start over.  
M. Periodically check "My Reports" JOB STATUS (using Job Request number) to verify progress of job. Look for the 
latest status event shown.   
a. If that status says "Returned for Clarification", then go the Application Page, and Click "Pending and Returned" 
button. Read the Comment field, then when ready to fix the problem, click on the Trip Request number to open 
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the request. (DO NOT OPEN THE REQUEST AND THEN ABANDON IT.) Proceed through all the screens, fix the 
problem noted, and do "Submit" on the Payment Page. 
  b. If that status says "Issued", the fax process should have sent the permit to your specified fax number within 5 
minutes of issue.  If the fax did not arrive, and it is a good fax number, contact the Permit Office by fax (614-728-
4099) and request a re-send. 
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